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Abstract

This note discusses the current development of an
approach to parsing designed to overcome some of
the problems of existing parsers, particularly with
respect to their utility as probabilistic language
models. The parser combines lexical and gram-
matical constraints into a uniform grammatical
representation and is readily trainable (since the
parser output is indistinguishable from the gram-
mar input). A key issue is what path of general-
ization to use for rare and unseen constructions.

The problem with parsers

A parser is a device that provides a description of
the syntactic phrases that make up a sentence. For
a speech understanding task, the parser has two roles.
First, it should provide a description of the phrases in a
sentence so these phrases can be interpreted by a sub-
sequent semantic processor. The second function is to
provide a language model - a model of the likelihood of
a sentence - to constrain the speech recognition task.
It is unfortunately the case that existing parsers devel-
oped for text fulfill neither of these roles very well, for
several reasons.

The Lexicality Problem

Typically, parsers have provided no way to express the
constraints among individual words (but that is chang-
ing cf. Schahes 1988,1992; Bod 1992. Yet it is clear
that much of our knowledge of language has to do with
what words go together (Church et al. 1991). Merely
knowing the grammatical rules of the language is not
enough to predict which words can go together. (This
fact accounts for the relative efficacy of n-gram lan-
guage models compared with say context free gram-
mars.) For example, general English grammatical rules
admit premodification of a noun by another noun or by
an adjective. It is possible to describe broad semantic
constraints on such modification; so for example, early
morning is a case of a time-adjective modifying a time-
period, and morning flight is a time-period modifying

_flight(s)early_ N
morning 143 33 597
af-le~oon 146 25
evening

504
51 12 215

night 27 0 121

Table 1: Pre- and post- modifiers for time nominals in
a 266k word ATIS sample.

an event. Already we are have an explosion of cate-
gories in the grammar, since we are talking not about
nouns and adjectives, but about a fairly detailed sub-
classification of semantic types of nouns and adjectives.

But even this degree of quasi-grammatical detail is
insufficient, as Table 1 shows: the adjective-noun com-
bination early night does not occur. This dependency
of syntactic combinability on particular lexical items is
repeatedly observed across the grammar and lexicon.

The lexicality problem has two aspects. One is rep-
resenting the information and the other is acquiring it.
There has recently been increasing work on both as-
pects of the problem. The approach described in this
paper is but one of many possible approaches, designed
with an emphasis on facilitating efficient parsing.

The Tail Problem

Most combinations of words never occur in a corpus.
Many of these combinations are possible, but simply
have not been observed yet. For a grammar (lexical-
ized or not) the problem presented by this tail of rare
events is unavoidable. It is hard to produce a grammar
that covers much of the tail. The solution to the tail
problem involves training from text.

The Interpolation Problem

While it is always useful to push a grammar out the
tail, it is inevitable that a grammar will not cover ev-
erything encounted, and that a parser will have to deal
with unforeseen constructions. This is of course the
central problem in language modeling - how to esti-
mate the probabilities of structures that have not been
seen. The rules of the grammar must be extendible
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to new constructions. In this parser the approach is
through analogy, or memory-based reasoning (Stanfill
1986). But it is no simple matter to make the correct
analogy available to the parser. The choice of gram-
mar can make considerable difference in the efficacy of
a language model, as discussed below.

The parser

A parser is being developed to address the problems
outlined above. The grammar for the parser is ex-
pressed as a set of trees that have lexically specified
terminals, each with a frequency count based on the
training corpus. Hindle (1992) reported a version 
this parser trained for the DARPA ATIS task consist-
ing of 14000 grammar trees.

The basic parser data structure is a list of nodes with
a pointer to a node, the parser’s focus of attention. The
basic operation is to combine the focused node with
either the preceding or following element to create a
new node, updating preceding and following pointers
and updating the focus of attention and then repeat. If
no combination is possible, the focus is moved forward,
and thus parsing proceeds from the beginning of the
sentence to the end.

One consequence of this model: no non-contiguous
dependencies are picked up by this stage of the parser.
The idea is that the parser is a reactive component. Its
output is not the complete analysis of a sentence, but
rather consists of a set of fragments that subsequent
processing will glue together. (cf. Abney 1990, Jacobs
1990, Marcus 1991).

The basic parser operation is to combine subtrees
by matching existing trees in the grammar. This
is straightforward when the sentence to be parsed
matches trees in the grammar, but typically, the anal-
ysis of a sentence will require reference both to trees
that are in the grammar and to trees that are not in
the grammar but are like ones in the grammar. That
is, most sentences have not been seen verbatim previ-
ously.

When the parser finds no exact way to combine two
nodes to match a tree that exists in the grammar, it
looks for similar trees that combine. There are two
approaches to deciding what to do in these cases.

The first approach (described in Hindle 1992) is 
look for the exemplar in the grammar most similar
to the current parsing state (cf. Skousen 1989,Stanfill
1986). The parser uses a heuristically defined measure
of similarity that depends on: category, root, type,
specifier, and distribution. The aim of the similarity
measure is to determine what in general contributes to
the similarity of words.

A second approach is to classify trees in the grammar
according the heuristic factors noted above, and to find
the average behavior of each class, and then in pars-
ing to match the most specific reference class, rather
than the nearest exemplar. Preliminary experiments
suggested that this approach gives a lower perplexity

model than the analogical approach described in Hin-
dle 1992, but there are important prior issues to be
resolved for: either implementation. The details of the
current similarity metric are largely arbitrary, but it is
critical since if the parser chooses a suboptimal exem-
plar or generalizes to a suboptimal class, the model is
considerably degraded.

Grammar and generalization

Dependency grammars of the sort assumed for the cur-
rent parser have considerable surface plausibility, but
certain syntactic relationships are problematic. For ex-
ample, for both noun phrases and verb phrases there
are two competing dependency descriptions, both of
which seem intuitively plausible. For noun phrases
the head may be taken to be either 1) the head noun
(e.g. "man" in "the MEN"), or 2) the determiner (e.g.
"the" in "THE men"); analogously, for verb phrases,
the head may be taken to be either 1) the main verb
(e.g. "see" in "had SEEN") or 2) the tensed verb 
the verb group (e.g. "have" in "HAD seen").

The grammar for the parser may be written with ei-
ther view of the heads of noun and verb phrases, but
these two models imply different natural generaliza-
tions or analogies for the parser, and thus make dif-
ferent predictions about the language probabilities. If
the determiner is taken to be the head of the noun
phrase, then in guessing the probability of a verb-
det-noun structure, the association between the verb
and the determiner will predominate; if we don’t have
enough information about the triple we can back off to
pairs. Conversely, if the noun is taken to be the head
of the noun phrase, then the predominant association
will be between verb and noun. (Of course, the details
of implementation of the analogy or class generaliza-
tion model may override these natural interpretations
of the grammar.)

A ten million word sample of Wall Street Journal
text (distributed by the ACL-DCI) was parsed, and 
set of verb-determiner-noun triples extracted. Specif-
ically, object noun phrases consisting of a noun pre-
ceded by a single determiner preceded by a verb were
tabulated. The five most common such triples (pre-
ceded by their counts) were:

213 have a loss
176 be the first
165 be a unit
140 raise its stake
127 reach an agreement

Three different probability models were investigated
for this data set, and their entropies calculated (Ta-
ble 2). In eachcase, we assume that we have a verb
with an object and that the object has a determiner
and a noun. The task of the model is to predict the
specific verb, determiner and preposition in this verb-
determiner-noun triple. Model 0 is the baseline tri-
gram model, assuming no independence among the
three terms. Model 1, the natural model for the deter-
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Model for [.. d. ]] Entropy
0 pr(vdn) = pr(v) pr(dnlv) 15.08
1 pr(vdn) ~ pr(v) * pr(dlv ) * pr(nld) 20.48
2 pr(vdn) ~ pr(v) * pr(nlv ) * pr(dln) 17.62

Table 2: Three predictive models for verb-det-noun
triples in Wall Street Journal text.

Entropy
0

Model for [vP v [NP d n ]]
pr(vdn) = pr(v) * pr(dnlv) 15.50

1 pr(vdn) ~. pr(v) * pr(dlv ) * pr(nld) 22.74
2 pr(vdn) ~ pr(v) * pr(nlv ) * pr(dln) 19.55

Table 3: Three predictive models for 45,801 singleton
verb-det-noun triples in Wall Street Journal text.

miner=head model, predicts the determiner from the
verb and the noun from the determiner. Model2 is the
converse, the natural model for the noun=head model.
Both Model 1 and Model 2 throw out information, as-
suming in the first ease that the choice of noun is inde-
pendent of the verb, and in the second case, that the
choice of determiner is independent of the verb. Nei-
ther assumption is warranted, as Table 2 shows (both
have higher entropy than the trigram model), but the
determiner=head is considerably inferior.

Model 1 is for this particular case like a bigram
model. Table 2 makes clear that this is not a partic-
ularly good way to model dependencies between verb
and object: the dominant dependency is between verb
and noun,

None of these models corresponds well to a stan-
dard stochastic context free grammar, where the as-
sociation between hxical items is typically obliterated
by the context free rewriting. It is clear from the dif-
ference between Model 0 and Model 1 that this rep-
resents a significant loss of information. The problem
is in fact minimized in these tables, since the depen-
dency of noun on determiner and vice versa was cal-
culated for object NP’s only. This table makes it clear
why neither an ngram model nor a standard stochastic
context free grammar provides a particularly effective
language model.

With a tree based grammar, the frequent cases
are not a problem , since the interactions are re-
fleeted in the lexicalized trees, and we can get rather
good estimates of their probabilities. Nevertheless,
using lexicalized trees in our grammar does not pro-
tect us from rare cases. In our WSJ sample, nearly
half of the observed V-D-N triples occurred only once
(45801/96305). For the triples that occur only once 
not at all, our maximum likelihood estimate is not very
good, and the problem still arises how to interpolate.
Table 3 is similar to Table 2, showing that for the sin-
gleton case, there are dependencies both between verb
and determiner and between verb and noun, and that
the latter are stronger.
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